
Attachement 4

Legal Disclaimer - Valid for solo machines and sidecars

The participants take part at any event on their own risk. They carry full penal and civil responsibility 
for any damages caused by them and/or their vehicles unless non-liability is officially agreed on before-
hand.

With handing in their entry form, drivers and co-drivers accept that damages throughout the events 
will not be covered by

- the promoters/organizers;

- the operators, marshals, owners of the racetrack, administrative authorities or any other person   
   responsible for the organisation of the event; as well as

- the roadmaking authorities, in any case of damage to official roads (and corresponding accessories) 
   used during the race event;

- or any other representative and helping and/or assisting personal to above mentioned persons.

Participants signing this form accept that; with the exception of damages caused by injury to life, body 
or health - even if caused by a deliberate or non-deliberate delinquency of an otherwise nonliable 
person or their representative - as well as any other form of damage - caused by a deliberate or non-de-
liberate delinquency of an otherwise non-liable person or their representative - damages occurring 
during the race events will not be covered by

- other participants (applicants, drivers, co-drivers), their assistants, team-owners, helping personal  
   of other vehicles;

- as well as by the applicant himself, the drivers themselves, co-drivers (if not agreed on differently  
   between applicants/drivers/co-drivers) and their representatives.

This legal disclaimer is valid for all parties involved once the entry form is handed in. It is valid on any 
legal claims, especially those concerning compensation – contractual and non-contractual – as well as 
claims resulting from illicit activity. Implicit legal disclaims are inviolate within this legal disclaimer.

With my signature I confirm that I have read this legal disclaimer and that I accept every detail in it.
This representation is valid for all events within the “FIM-E Hill-Climb-Championship”, the “Deutscher 
Bergpreis 2020” and the “Regularity Trophy”.

Signatures: __________________________________ Date: ________________

                    __________________________________


